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As a polysemic term, problem-based learning (PBL) can be properly used to refer to a curriculum theory, an instructional model, or an instructional practice. Even when isolating the terminology to practice, “the label ‘PBL’ is used to cover an amazing diversity of educational practices, ranging from problem-oriented lectures to completely open experiential learning environments” (De Graaff & Kolmos, 2003, p. 657). The engineering education community has specifically noted the variety of problem-based learning definitions and models within the field as a source of challenge when discussing, researching, and implementing the pedagogy (Beddoes, Jesiek, & Borrego, 2010).

For instance, the acronym PBL may be applied to problem-based learning at one institution and project-based at another, while the actual curriculum between the two institutions may look the same (Kolmos, 1996). One potential reason for this broad application of terminology is that both problem- and project-based learning are based on an individual’s self-directed learning and collaborative groups focusing on a problem (Perrenet, Bouhuijs, & Smits, 2000). This ambiguity is problematic because a distinction does indeed exist between project-based and problem-based learning. Project-based learning tends to focus on the application of knowledge, while problem-based learning tends to focus on the acquisition of knowledge (Perrenet et al., 2000; Woods, 2002).

Problem-based learning is an accepted pedagogical choice for engineering education, given that engineering graduates are expected to work as part of multidisciplinary teams seeking solutions to complex problems (ABET, 2013). Felder and Brent (2003) suggest using PBL as an instructional technique to address all 11 of the ABET student learning outcomes, not just the teamwork outcome. In order to do this well, readers should consider Wood’s (1996a; 1996b; 1996c; 2012) work on PBL, as it provides specific techniques for faculty members to implement PBL in their own engineering courses. However,
the empirical literature on problem-based learning in engineering education is limited with mixed findings (Matusovich, Paretti, Jones, & Brown, 2012; Walker & Leary, 2009).

This leaves unexplored gaps in the literature that provide ample opportunities to continue expanding the body of knowledge. One area of unexplored knowledge is the lack of problem-type comparisons when researching problem-based learning. This is relevant given that the foundation of problem-based learning is the problem itself. Jonassen and Hung (2008) advocate for “directly compar[ing] the effectiveness of PBL by problem type, rather than problem discipline, which represents a new research agenda for PBL researchers” (p. 22).

Margetson (1998) urged researchers to be more careful about what is classified as problem-based learning, reminding scholars that just because something is called problem-based learning does not necessarily mean it is problem-based learning. Her suggested solution is to distinguish among the various types of problem-based learning implementations. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to introduce a new theoretically derived method for classifying and quantifying problem-based learning at the course level that will provide a common framework to more directly compare the work of individual researchers across disciplines examining PBL.

Introduction

Due to the nature of the lack of a single model of problem-based learning, it is important to begin any discussion of PBL by presenting the operational definitions, models, and theoretical basis one is using in any given study. One of the least prescriptive definitions of problem-based learning that allows for optimal flexibility in implementation describes problem-based learning as “focused, experiential learning organized around the investigation and resolution of messy, real-world problems” (Savery, 2006, p. 12). The current study uses this definition as a framework, conceptualizing problem-based learning as an active-learning exercise rooted in an authentic problem.

Previous scholars’ overviews of various PBL models present the defining components as key features (Newman, 2005), ground rules (Maudsley, 1999), essentials (Barrows, 1998), or themes (Savin-Baden & Major, 2004/2011). While variation exists among scholars in conceptualization of the breakdown and number of components necessary in PBL, there are four key components characteristic of problem-based learning that are common across scholarship: (a) use of ill-structured problems, (b) a student-centered approach where the students, rather than the instructor, determine what needs to be learned, (c) instructors as facilitators, guiding learning, and (d) authentic problems (Barrows, 2002). These components are addressed through four stages of an iterative cycle of problem-based learning: (a) reasoning/problem identification, (b) self-directed study, (c) applying new knowledge and critiquing prior work, and (d) summarizing/integrating learning (Savery, 2006). In engineering education these four phases may be referred to as (a) problem analysis, (b) solution design, (c) solution development, and (d) post-development review (Dunlap, 2005). Learning across each of these phases is cumulative with learning in each phase influenced by learning in the previous phase (Yew, Chng, & Schmidt, 2011).

Multiple meta-analyses have been conducted on the topic of problem-based learning documenting the impact of PBL on learning content knowledge and skills (Dochy, Segers, Van den Bossche, & Gijbels, 2003; Gijbels, Dochy, Van den Bossche, & Segers, 2005; Strobel, & Van Barneveld, 2009; Walker & Leary, 2009). In addition to gains in long-term knowledge retention and skills, problem-based learning has been shown to enhance students’ intrinsic interest and motivation in the subject matter as well as their self-directed learning skills (Loyens, Magda, & Rikers, 2008; Pedersen, 2003; Strobel & Van Barneveld, 2009; Sungur & Tekkaya, 2006). However, scholars may find mixed results due to variations in PBL implementation (Otting & Zwall, 2006; Walker & Leary, 2009).

The variation in implementation can be broadly categorized into three forms: (1) completely integrated curricula where all course work is completed within the PBL framework; (2) transitional curricula where some course work is presented via lecture and traditional methods in the early stages of course work, while later stages of work are presented within the PBL framework; or (3) single-course problem-based learning where a PBL framework is utilized within a single course (Saarinen-Rahiika & Binkley, 1998). Other variations in implementation include defining problem-based learning interchangeably with project-based learning (Zheng, Shih, & Mo, 2009), implementing problem-based learning in online rather than face-to-face formats (Ge, Planas, & Er, 2010), and implementing problem-based learning from either an instructional strategy approach or a curriculum design approach (Conway & Little, 2000).

Research on the effectiveness of problem-based learning has mostly been done in fields outside of STEM due to a longer history with this teaching method (Beddoes et al., 2010). However, Beddoes and colleagues (2010) recently undertook a bibliometric analysis of engineering education research in order to examine the type of inquiry being conducted on PBL (both problem- and project-based learning). In their study, the authors examined engineering education journals and conference papers published between 2005 and 2008. Two thousand total papers were found, but only 885
of these met the broad definition of empirical research (i.e., any paper presenting empirical data). Of these 885, 105 were determined to be about PBL. The authors’ goal was to “obtain a global picture of research being done by those who self-label their work as PBL” (Beddoes et al., 2010, p. 12).

The most common type of empirical research on PBL identified by Beddoes et al. (2012) involved the description and evaluation or assessment of a PBL implementation. Other types of research identified included presenting an evaluation or assessment method; identifying challenges and solutions related to PBL implementation; studying student behaviors, beliefs, roles, or effectiveness; faculty/staff development; comparisons of PBL with traditional pedagogy; investigations of the relationship between learning styles and PBL; and international transfer and comparison of PBL initiatives.

Across the PBL literature, there is variability in findings even on the same constructs (Walker & Leary, 2009). Two possible explanations for this variability are the discrepancies in implementation and problem type (Walker & Leary, 2009). Another explanation is the lack of consensus in definitions of PBL (Xian & Madhavan, 2013). While multiple scholars have advocated for considering PBL as a “genus for which there are many species and subspecies” (Barrows, 1986, p. 485), the scholarly community is still lacking a depth of understanding in how PBL is defined and implemented in different disciplines (Xian & Madhavan, 2013).

Models of Problem-Based Learning

Savin-Baden’s Modes of Problem-Based Learning

Savin-Baden and Major (2004/2011) offer a curriculum design model of problem-based learning composed of eight modes of curriculum practice for problem-based learning. Seven of these are deemed helpful for implementation within a traditional lecture based curriculum (Savin-Baden, 2008). First is the single module approach where a single problem-based learning module is implemented in a single year in the curriculum. Second is problem-based learning on a shoe-string where problems are implemented in isolation within a single subject course. The funnel approach is the third type where students begin in lecture-based courses, move to some problem-solving learning in their second year, and participate in problem-based learning during their final year of study. The fourth mode (the foundational approach) is the one most often seen in STEM fields. Some foundational knowledge is necessary prior to being able to solve problems. Therefore, the foundational approach is similar to the funnel approach where students learn through lecture-based courses earlier in their education and move to problem-based learning during later years. The fifth mode is the two-strand approach where problem-based learning and traditional courses are taken by students concurrently. In patchwork problem-based learning (the sixth mode), the entire curriculum is made up of concurrent problem-based learning modules. The seventh mode is the integrated approach. In this case the curriculum is fully integrated, problems are sequential, and students work in teams to create multidisciplinary learning. The final mode is known as the complexity model. In this mode, students create knowledge outside of the confines of subject area within a supercomplexity model. Savin-Baden and Major (2004/2011) point out that this mode is only possible in postgraduate programs.

While this model allows for categorization of an entire curriculum, it does not lend itself to the measurement of the amount of PBL within that curriculum or an examination of the problems used within the PBL framework. As the most common type of PBL implementation is in a hybrid format (Savin-Baden & Majors, 2004/2011), including both lecture and an enhanced open-ended project to create a balance between skill development and content knowledge (Barroso & Morgan, 2009; Henry, Tawfik, Jonassen, Winholtz, & Khanna, 2012), a model of instructional strategy offers the most utility to individual PBL scholars, as it can be applied at the level of the course in which data from multiple courses can be rolled up to provide insight into the overall curriculum.

Barrows’ Taxonomy

Due to the variations in PBL, Barrows (1986) proposed a taxonomy to assist faculty members in choosing the version of the method most appropriate for their needs. Through the taxonomy, four possible educational objectives are presented: clinical (i.e., disciplinary) knowledge, clinical (i.e., disciplinary) reasoning, self-directed learning, and motivation. Additionally, six variations in the design of PBL are also presented: lecture-based cases, case-based lectures, case method, modified case-based, problem-based, and closed-loop problem-based.

In a lecture-based case, the course content is presented via lecture followed by a case study used to demonstrate the relevance of the content. In a case-based lecture, the case comes prior to the content presentation. In the third variation, case method, students must review a complete case in order to prepare for a class discussion. In the modified case-based variation, problems are employed in small tutorial groups as the method of instruction. In PBL, students receive an entire problem case and engage in free inquiry in attempting to solve the problem. Finally, in closed loop problem-based variation, students evaluate their reasoning following the completion of the solution to the problem.
Barrow’s (1986) taxonomy itself is a grid consisting of the PBL variation in rows and the objective in columns. A numerical score ranging from 0–5 is provided for each combination of objective and variation based on how well the variations meet the objective. The maximum score a variation could receive then is 20 if each of the four objectives received the maximum score of five (Margenson, 1998). A higher score indicates a PBL variation closer to the ideal.

While this model lends itself to the measurement of the amount of PBL within a curriculum, it does not allow for an examination of the problems used within the framework. Within any model of problem-based learning, the problem contextualizes the content and kicks off the learning cycle (Newman, 2005), yet neither Barrow (1986) nor Savin-Baden and Majors (2004/2011) combine the curriculum or instructional design aspect of PBL with the problem aspect.

**Problem Type**

Just as problem-based learning as a varied instructional strategy is being applied across a variety of disciplines, the types of problems used to situate learning also vary (Jonassen & Hung, 2008). This is due to the differences in types of problems that different disciplines encounter and must solve. For example, in engineering, small problems from mathematics and physics tend to be embedded in larger problems. In medicine, on the other hand, the problem is often a diagnosis (Perrenet et al., 2000).

Solving different kinds of problems requires the learner to employ different skill sets as problems may vary in structure, complexity, and abstractness (Jonassen, 2000). Therefore, learning to solve different types of problems requires different types of instruction (Jonassen, 2011a). According to Jonassen (2000; 2011b), problems exist on a continuum ranging from well-structured to ill-structured. Well-structured problems are static, simple, and contain all of the necessary information to solve the problem within the description. Ill-structured problems are complex, dynamic, and lack the information needed for a simple solution. In fact, ill-structured problems may have multiple acceptable solutions.

Well-structured problems (i.e., story problems, decision-making problems) tend to be abstract or decontextualized while ill-structured (i.e., policy, design) problems tend to be more contextualized and meaningful to students. In education, most problems tend to be well-structured while problems encountered in everyday situations tend to be more ill-structured (Jonassen, 2011a). Therefore, the quality of problem type utilized in problem-based learning is an important variable in student learning and plays a role in the effectiveness of problem-based learning (Otting & Zwaal, 2006; Walker & Leary, 2009).

**Jonassen’s Problem Type**

Jonassen (2011b) suggests a typology of problems on a continuum ranging from well-structured to ill-structured. This typology includes the following eight problem types: story problems, rule-using problems, decision-making problems, troubleshooting problems, strategic performance problems, policy problems, design problems, and dilemmas. It is the ill-structured problems that are theorized to be better suited to PBL (Jonassen, 2011b).

Story problems are the most well-structured, presenting information in a shallow context from which learners identify key values, apply an algorithm, and generate a numerical answer. Rule-using problems have one correct solution, but the learner may take multiple paths to get there. Decision-making problems require the learner to choose a course of action. Troubleshooting problems require diagnosis or troubleshooting of a faulty system. Strategic performance problems are real-time situations where the learner must apply tactical solutions to solve a complex problem under time pressure. Policy problems encompass multiple issues and perspectives in one problem. Design problems require applying domain and strategic knowledge to create a design to solve the problem (common in engineering curriculum). Finally, dilemmas, the most ill-structured problems, do not have a clear solution or have solutions that will not be accepted by everyone.

Despite its recognized face validity, previous research in the PBL realm has neglected to empirically test Barrows’s (1986) taxonomy (Walker & Leary, 2009) or compare problem types utilized in PBL implementation (Jonassen & Hung, 2008). Combining both the taxonomy and problem-type in measuring PBL represents a new research agenda (Jonassen & Hung, 2008). In an effort to address the need for more consistency in defining and measuring PBL, this paper offers a theoretically derived matrix for measuring the type and level of PBL in a curriculum for empirical purposes.

**Methodology**

A content analysis was implemented in this study to describe the PBL in the curriculum for two engineering programs to test a theoretically derived problem-based learning matrix. The deductive approach to content analysis was chosen over the inductive approach in scoring and categorizing PBL due to its usefulness in testing hypotheses or data in a new way (Elo & Kyngas, 2007). It began with the creation of a categorization matrix used to code the data according to the categories (in this case theories) of interest. Those categories are Jonassen's problem type (2011a) and Barrows's taxonomy (1986).
PBL Matrix Variables

Problem-Based Learning. Because of the ambiguity in PBL definition and the convoluted nature of traditional courses with elements of PBL embedded in them (Albanese & Mitchell, 1993), PBL was operationally defined using Barrows’s taxonomy (1986) in combination with Jonassen’s problem type (2011a) for this study. Therefore, PBL will be viewed as a continuum rather than a self-reported, dichotomous construct. In the PBL matrix, Jonassen’s (2000) problem type is used on the X-axis to create the columns while Barrow’s (1986) taxonomy is used on the Y-axis to create the rows. This results in a series of 48 cells for each possible taxonomy/problem type combination.

Problem-Based Learning Environment. While Barrows’s (1986) taxonomy and Jonassen’s (2000) problem type theories comprise two of the variables that constitute problem-based learning, a third variable results from the combination of these: problem-based learning environment (PBLE). Conceptually, PBLE is the learning environment that results from combining both a problem type and a problem-based learning approach. Operationally it is the mathematical sum of all problem-type and taxonomy scores for any given course.

Data Collection

Purposeful sampling was used in selecting the engineering programs and courses utilized for this study. External validity for this study was enhanced by using all courses from the identified curriculum. Courses in the biomedical (BE) and civil engineering (CE) departments were used as the curriculum sample in an attempt to limit the sources of variability in the curriculum. The BE and CE departments have a small number of faculty members (BE = 12 and CE = 9), which reduces the number of faculty teaching the same course. Additionally, with a small department, the number of technical electives offered is also limited, making the number of courses and materials to code more manageable for the first implementation of the coding matrix. Since program majors take most of the same courses within a department, a sample of electives from the humanities and social science (HSS) department were included for additional variability within the dataset.

Courses were excluded from the dataset under three circumstances: First, when the faculty member of record was no longer employed at the institution of data collection, thus limiting access to the course materials. Second, when the course was taught in a language other than English and the materials for these courses were in the native tongue of the instructor. Third, courses taught by faculty members who declined to allow access to their documents were not included.

As access to the course materials was granted, each was coded and scored using the PBL matrix. Once the initial coding was completed, the binders were returned to the faculty owner and a member check was performed between myself and the faculty member. In the case of a discrepancy between coding and the faculty member perception, the assignment in question was discussed further until a shared understanding was reached. This discussion involved a review of the criteria and description for each level of Barrow’s (1986) taxonomy and Jonassen’s (2000) problem type theories as well as a deeper explanation by the faculty member of the assignment under review. The final scores were entered into the raw database as three data points: taxonomy score (average of the Y-axis), problem type score (average of the X-axis), and PBLE total (sum of all cells).

Coding

Prior to coding, a key was created with the criteria for each level of Barrow’s (1986) taxonomy and Jonassen’s (2000) problem type theories (Figure 1). This key was referenced when determining where to score an example of PBL. Each time an example of problem-based learning was identified in a course curriculum, the type of problem was also identified and the corresponding cell got a tick mark. Once the entire curriculum for a course was analyzed, the matrix was scored.

Each tick mark received a score based on its location in the matrix. Jonassen’s (2011b) problem types are scored hierarchically from 1–8 with the higher score going to the less structured problem type. Each of the types of PBL in Barrow’s (1986) taxonomy is given a score based on how much it contributes cumulatively to the four objectives identified by Barrows (i.e., motivation, self-directed learning, clinical reasoning, and clinical knowledge). Based on the taxonomy, lecture-based cases receive a score of three, case-based lectures score a six, case methods score 13, modified case-based score 15, problem-based score 17, and closed-loop problem-based receive the maximum score of 20. When implementing the matrix, for example, the cell for evidence of a story problem in a lecture-based case received a score of three (1 x 3 or problem type x taxonomy).

Once each cell has a score, the scores for each row and each column were averaged to create a total taxonomy-type score and a total problem-type score. Since individual assignments are scored, averaging the row and column individually allows for identification of the average PBL strategy and average type
of problem used throughout the course. Additionally, all cells are summed to create a total composite PBLE score for the given curriculum. PBLE takes into account both taxonomy variation and problem type. It is the result of summing all cell scores in a curriculum. This environment score represents the students’ cumulative exposure to PBL, including problem type in the curriculum. It is a theoretically based (i.e., PBL and problem type), mathematically derived (i.e., total sum) variable created by the researcher of this study. Therefore, in addition to describing the curriculum of interest, the matrix provides 3 quantitative data points on the level of PBL in a curriculum.

**Coding Example.** The completed PBL matrix for the following example can be found in Figure 2 (next page). In a dynamics course in civil engineering, a series of assignments were labeled “Challenge Problem #X.” These were independent of context within the course binder so a discussion with the faculty member prior to coding was held to gain insight into the context of these assignments. The challenge problems were posed to students one at a time at the beginning of a new unit every 2 weeks to introduce the content. The assignment itself consisted of a real-world civil engineering case summarized by the instructor, sources used in constructing the case, and the problem the students needed to address. This informed the decision to place this example in the case method portion of the taxonomy and the decision-making problem portion of the hierarchy.

Therefore, a tick mark was placed in the cell that crossed decision-making problems and case method. One tick mark was made for each of the four challenge problem assignments. Once the entire binder was coded, the cells were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrows’s (1986) Problem-Based Learning Taxonomy</th>
<th>Jonassen’s (2000) Problem Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lecture-Based Cases</strong></td>
<td><strong>Story Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teacher lectures first and presents a case to demonstrate content second</td>
<td>• Well-structured, shallow context, all information needed contained in problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case-Based Lectures</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rule-Using Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Case is presented first followed by lecture on content</td>
<td>• One correct solution, but multiple paths can be taken to get there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case Method</strong></td>
<td><strong>Decision-Making Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A complete case is used to present content</td>
<td>• Require choice in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Case is synthesized and organized for students</td>
<td><strong>Troubleshooting Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modified Case-Based</strong></td>
<td>• Require diagnosis or troubleshooting a faulty system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Guided inquiry or structured problems based on the complete case</td>
<td><strong>Strategic Performance Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulation of an authentic problem allowing for “free inquiry”</td>
<td>• Real-time situations requiring tactical solutions to problems under a time pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem-Based</strong></td>
<td><strong>Policy Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presentation of an authentic problem</td>
<td>• Multiple issues and perspectives in one problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-directed learning for content followed by student evaluation of resources</td>
<td><strong>Design Problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Students revisit the problem and reflect on their problem solving process</td>
<td>• Application of domain and strategic knowledge to create a design to solve a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closed-Loop Problem-Based</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dilemmas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presentation of an authentic problem</td>
<td>• Most ill-structured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-directed learning for content followed by student evaluation of resources</td>
<td>• No clear solution or no solution deemed acceptable to everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Students revisit the problem and reflect on their problem solving process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1. Problem-based learning curriculum matrix coding key.*
### Problem-Based Learning Curriculum Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jonassen’s Problem Type</th>
<th>Lecture-Based Cases (3)</th>
<th>Case-Based Lecture (6)</th>
<th>Case Method (13)</th>
<th>Modified case-based (15)</th>
<th>Problem-Based (17)</th>
<th>Closed-Loop Problem Based (20)</th>
<th>Total Problem Type</th>
<th>Avg. Problem Type</th>
<th>Total PBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Story Problems (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Using Problems (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-Making Problems (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubleshooting Problems (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic performance Problems (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Problems (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Problems (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemmas (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Taxonomy Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Taxonomy Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total PBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Cell score is computed by multiplying the PBL and **type score.** Cells are averaged across rows and down columns for an average PBL score for a course and an average Problem Type score. Total curriculum PBL environment score is the sum of all cells in the grid.

*Figure 2.* Problem-based learning curriculum matrix completed for civil engineering dynamics course.
scored. For the cell in the example, two equations were used: 13 x 3 = 39 (i.e., case method x decision-making problems) and 39 x 4 (i.e., cell score x number of ticks in the cell). This resulted in a score of 156 for that cell.

Once all of the cells were scored, each row was averaged for an average taxonomy type score. This example resulted in a score of 13. Similarly, each column was averaged for an average problem type score. This resulted in a score of 3 for the average problem type in this curriculum. Finally, each cell score was summed to create a total PBL environment score. In this example that resulted in a score of 156.

**Results**

A total of 32 HSS courses, 40 BE courses, 33 CE courses, and 59 courses from other disciplines (i.e., math and science) formed the completed data for the curriculum. This represents 35% of the HSS courses, 75% of CE courses, 57% of BE courses, and 55% of courses in other disciplines from the curriculum population originally identified. The average matrix score for each type of course (i.e., HSS, BE, CE, and other) as well as all of the courses overall by each of the IVs (i.e., PBL Environment, PBL, and problem type) for BE students in the sample can be found in Table 1. BE courses are listed in the CE student matrix as a few of the students in the sample took at least one BE designated course.

The courses taken by BE majors that scored the highest in PBL were the courses with a BE prefix ($M_{pbl\text{environment}} = 521.63$; $M_{pbl} = 140.72$; $M_{\text{problem type}} = 29.85$). This indicates that these students received most of their exposure to PBL while in their major courses. While the least amount of exposure to PBL for these students was in CE courses, this is not meaningful information since so few students took CE courses. The more meaningful variable would be the “other” category since this represents the math and science courses, which all students would have taken at some level. BE students received the least amount of exposure to PBL in “other” courses ($M_{pbl\text{environment}} = 238.34$; $M_{pbl} = 33.63$; $M_{\text{problem type}} = 14.33$).

The average matrix score for each type of course (i.e., HSS, BE, CE, and other) as well as all of the courses overall by each of the IVs (i.e., PBL Environment, PBL, and problem type) for CE students in the sample can be found in Table 2 (next page). BE courses are listed in the CE student matrix as a few of the students in the sample took at least one BE designated course.

The courses taken by CE majors that scored the highest in PBL were the courses with a CE prefix ($M_{pbl\text{environment}} = 2013.47$; $M_{pbl} = 251.44$; $M_{\text{problem type}} = 94.21$). This indicates that these students received most of their exposure to PBL while in their major courses. Similarly to the BE students, the least amount of exposure to PBL for CE students was in BE courses, which is not meaningful information since so few students took BE courses. The more meaningful variable would be the other category since this represents the math and science courses, which all students would have taken at some level. CE students received the least amount of exposure to PBL in other courses ($M_{pbl\text{environment}} = 99.16$; $M_{pbl} = 13.42$; $M_{\text{problem type}} = 7.62$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBL Environment</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1074.50</td>
<td>280.10</td>
<td>326.0</td>
<td>1892.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>307.16</td>
<td>87.70</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>563.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>521.63</td>
<td>152.16</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>764.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>238.34</td>
<td>201.74</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>987.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>213.64</td>
<td>51.90</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>285.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>38.24</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>140.72</td>
<td>40.06</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>187.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>20.79</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Type</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58.23</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>29.85</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 1. Problem-based learning matrix scores—BE student completed curriculum.
Discussion

The content analysis provided a rich source of data on the level of PBL in the curriculum for both the biomedical engineering (BE) and civil engineering (CE) departments. It identified both the courses that contained PBL, as well as the level of PBL included in the official curriculum for each of these courses, allowing for direct comparison of PBL across disciplines. This analysis revealed engineering courses have higher levels of PBL environment than humanities and social science (HSS), math, or hard science courses (i.e., “other”) in the current sample. Within the engineering courses, the civil engineering courses contained a higher level of PBL environment than the biomedical engineering courses. These courses had both a higher level of PBL on Barrow’s Taxonomy as well as problems that are more open-ended than those in the biomedical engineering courses. Although the level of planned PBL environment was similar for HSS courses taken by both CE and BE students, the math and science courses taken by BE students contained a higher level of planned PBL environment than those taken by CE students.

The higher level of PBL in civil engineering courses compared to biomedical engineering courses should be interpreted with caution. Similarly, to the difference in math and science courses across the two departments, this could be the result of the sample size of courses analyzed. Seventy-five percent of courses with a CE prefix were included in the dataset, but only 57% of courses with a BE prefix were included.

Future research should continue classifying PBL within the curriculum for a better picture of the amount and types of PBL across various disciplines. The two engineering curricula chosen in the present study may not be representative of all engineering curricula. Continuing this work by applying the matrix to additional fields of engineering at both the current institution and additional colleges of engineering would provide a more complete picture of the usage of PBL in engineering education across subdisciplines and academic structures (i.e., academic quarter vs. academic semester).

Further, future research should not limit the implementation of the PBL matrix to engineering curricula. The matrix itself is discipline independent. Applying it to curricula in disciplines outside of STEM fields would provide insight into the usage of PBL on a broader basis and allow for the exploration of potential differences in implementation across disciplines.

Likewise, application of the matrix in a distance-learning environment was outside the scope of the current study, as the departments of focus did not offer distance courses at the time of data collection. With the rapid growth of distance-learning it is important to examine the curriculum that is
delivered via this instructional mode. The current matrix allows researchers “a usable taxonomic classification for PBL [that] is long overdue and would help with further research into dPBL” (Barrows, 2002, p. 122), including comparing dPBL to PBL implemented face-to-face.

The data extracted from the PBL matrix in this study was used as continuous data. The demographic data suggests a three category grouping (i.e., high, medium, and low levels of PBL) may be an appropriate way to utilize the data. Within the current dataset, the data could be recoded into the three categories in increments of 1,000 based on the demographic data on PBL in the curriculum. This would yield a categorization of “high” for PBL environment scores over 2,000, “medium” for scores between 1,000–2,000, and “low” for scores under 1,000. A larger study should be undertaken to validate the PBL matrix tool as a categorical measure vs. a continuous measure.

The primary limitation of this study is in the design. It utilized archival data for the content analysis. Retroactively collecting data from living documents lead to gaps in data. While the complete curriculum was identified for each student in the dataset, the official curriculum could not be obtained for each of the identified courses. Some faculty members left the institute, binders may have been modified if a course in the dataset was in the older range, and some faculty members do not keep records of their instructional materials.

A second limitation of this study is the usage of the official curriculum rather than the operational curriculum. The official curriculum was chosen over the operational for the comprehensiveness of the documentation that exists for the official curriculum. However, by limiting the scope of data used to the official curriculum, it is not possible to determine how much PBL a student was actually exposed to—only the amount of PBL the instructor planned to expose the student to.

Despite the limitations, this study made an entry into the gaps identified earlier in the introduction by empirically examining the practice of PBL in two engineering departments, defining both the problem type and level of PBL implementation. In their bibliometric analysis, Beddoes and colleagues (2010) found only 5% of papers published in engineering education journals and conference proceedings were empirical studies about PBL. Further, the studies included in the 5% used self-report by the faculty member in identifying PBL. The current study not only used empirically collected data, but employed a third-party analysis of PBL rather than self-report.

Additionally, this study provided a theoretically derived matrix for coding and classifying PBL. By introducing such a matrix, this study offered a tool that can be applied by other scholars examining PBL, creating consistency in methodology, definitions, and language, and allowing for direct comparison of the work across researchers. While I applied the matrix in a content analysis in this study as an objective third-party, future implementations of the matrix could occur by the course instructor.
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